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Policy recommendations frequently are based on efficiency argu-
ments that are unfounded or misleading. The application ofeconomics
to lawoffers some excellent examples: scholars repeatedlyhave failed
to state the precise conditions (e.g., all consumers have identical
preferences) that describe the world being analyzed, the empirical
evidence (if any) that supports these conditions, and the valuejudg-
ments (e.g., Pareto criteria) that provide the benchmark for the effi-
ciency comparisons.The resulting policy recommendations are flawed
and have occasioned a great deal of confusion and controversy.’

The discussions concerning the relative efficiency of alternative
breach and product liability rules illustrate the issues. Some scholars
have urged the adoption of strict product liability, arguing that it is
more efficient than either caveat emptor or a rule of negligence
because producers are better informed than their customers about
product characteristics. Ifproducers can form more accurateexpecta-
tions regarding the probability of an accident and the harm that it
causes, then strict product liability supposedly presents customers
with prices that reflect more accurately the full costs of the products;
as aresult, resourcesare allocatedmore efficiently (e.g., Shavell 1980) •2

Similarly, other scholars have argued that, in some situations, breaching
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1For example, see the 285-page “Symposium on Efficiency as a Legal Concern” and its
161-page sequel, “A Response to theEfficiency Symposium,” In the Hofstra Law Review
(1980). In such debates, positive economics often Is faulted for conclusions generatedby
normative judgments and questionable antecedent conditions.
5Among other flaws, this argument ignores that customers are better Informed about their
own Individual circumstances, including how, when, andwhere they use aproduct.
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a contract may enhance efficiency. If circumstances change and
transaction costs inhibit recontracting, then permitting apromisor to
breach and pay damages instead of fulfilling the contract supposedly
allows resources to flow to higher-valued uses (e.g., Polinsky 1983:
25—36).

In addition to other limitations (De Alessi 1992), these analyses
neglect the role oftrademark (reputational) capital in conveying infor-
ination and assuring performance.3 Trademarks offset, wholly or in
part, the effects of positive transaction costs, including those arising
from asymmetric information. Accordingly, policy recommendations
supported by efficiency arguments that rest on the existence of costly
information but ignore trademarks are flawedwithin their own frame
of reference.

The present paper reviews the role of trademarks in providing
information and assuring performance. It then examines the effect of
trademarks on the arguments that a rule of strict product liability is
more efficient than either caveat emptor or a rule of negligence and
that, under some circumstances, it is efficient to breach a contract.
To roundoutthe analysis, the paper notes some ofthe valuejudgments
implicit in many efficiency comparisons and offers a few conclud-
ing remarks.

Trademark Capital
Suppose that customers cannot establish the qualityof acommodity

before they purchase it. Then it seems that a firm has incentive to
produce, andcustomers have incentive to buy, only the lowest quality
viable (Akerlof 1970). But Benjamin Klein and Keith Leffier (1981)
have shown that some firms engaging in repeat transactions can gain
if they raise quality above this minimum, charge a price higher than
salvageable costs ofproduction, andinvest the premiumin reputational
(trademark) capital. Trademarks allow customers, whether consumers
or business firms, to form more accurateexpectationsabout the quality
of aproduct before theypurchase it. If the sellers then fail to provide
the quality promised, they forfeit at least some of their trademark
capital. According to this analysis, trademarks assure quality.

Trademark capital, however, assures more than just quality. It
assures specific performance, protecting customers from expectation
losses in case of breach (De Alessi and Staaf 1994).~Although a
customer who is harmed can always seek legal remedy, the suit may

3”Tradernark” includes service marks and trade names. It Is also described as reputation
or goxIwilL
4”Specific performance” ~ the performance of a contract according to the precise terms
agreed Upon. Legally, expectation losses Include foregone gains from trade andreliance as
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not be successful or, ifit is, the damages awarded may not provide full
compensation (De Alessi and Staaf 1989). Damages are calculated by. a
judge,July, or otheroutsideobservers whorelyon marketprices. Because
market prices at best measure value only at the margin (cf.
Buchanan 1969), damages typically underestimate actual losses. For
example, damages exclude the gains that a customer forgoes on the
inframargjnalunits. Ifdamages are not fullycompensatoiy andthe courts
do not enforce penalty and other clauses designed to yield specific
performance, thenpromisees demand other assurances. Firms invest in
trademark capital to establish abond that provides these assurances by
guaranteeing specific performance directly as well as by guaranteeing
all other warranties and promises (e.g., money back ifnot satisfied).

Trademarks inform users. Customers’ demand for trademarks is
derived from their demand for information (and assurances) about
product quality, warranties, post purchase service, and other perfor-
mance characteristics. Producers’ supply of trademarks provides that
information (and assurances). Since Phillip Nelson’s (1974) seminal
paper, an extensive theoretical and empirical literaturehas supported
the informational role of advertising and trademarks. Accordingly,
efficiencyarguments based on the assumption (antecedent condition)
that users lack adequate information are fundamentally flawed unless
they backthat assumption with appropriate empirical evidence. Given
the absence ofanysupporting evidence, it is useful to reappraise these
efficiency arguments taking trademarks into account.

Efficient Product Liability Standards
The notion of efficient standards of liability in tort, where transac-

tions in principle are involuntary, initially centered on the Learned
Hand rule. According to this rule, aparty is liable if the costof taldng
precautions is less than the cost of the harm times the probability of
the event.5 John Brown (1973) noted the ambiguity of the rule and
opened the way for a more rigorous analysis of the problem. More
recently, Lewis Kornhauser (1986), Steven Shavell (1987), andothers
have pointed out that atruly efficient rule has to be particularized to
each event. For example, an individual with a higher opportunity
cost of time could drive faster without being found negligent in case
of an accident thanan individual withalower opportunity costoftime.

Product liability typically arises from voluntary exchanges, say
between producers of automobiles andtheir customers. Iftransaction

well as any reasonable expenditures. SeeFriedman (1981:4—9) andPollnsky (1983:25—30).
5Followlng JudgeLearned Hand in U.S.c. Carroll Towing Co. (1947), IetPbetheprobability
of Injury, L the gravity of the injuiy, andB the burden of adequate precautions. Then a
defendant Is negligent and liable for L only if B <PL.
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costs are negligible, the analysis pioneered by Ronald Coase (1960)
implies that the legal rule of liability—neglectingwealth effects, whose
size anddirection are unpredictable—does not affect the final alloca-
tion of resources. Liability is allocated to the same least-cost avoiders
by negotiating warranties under caveat emptor or disclaimers under
strict liability. High transaction costs, as discussed below, inhibit these
exchanges and raise additional issues, including some relating to the
role of trademarks.

The standard analysis ofproductliabilityrules beginswith the following
assumptions (e.g., Shavell 1980; Polinsky 1983). Information and transac-
tion costs are zero; sellers are wealth-maximizing price takers in both
input and output markets; c(x) is the U-shaped average production cost
curve forcommodity x; r is the probability of an accident to acustomer;
d is the loss per unit of output if the accident occurs; m = rd is the
expected damage per unit of output; m’ = r’d’ reflects the values of r,
d, and mperceived by the customer; insurance is fair and costs the same
whether it is purchased by a producer or its customers, so that full
cost = c(x) + ni; the marketprice of the product includes the insurance
premium for the liability incurred by the producer; all parties take the
behavior of others as given; and all parties accept the rule of liability
(they have no incentive to contract around it).

These assumptions yield the following implications. Producers
choose the quantity of output that minimizes average production cost
and, in equilibrium, marginal production cost is equal to average
production cost. If all customers are identical and face the same
expected damage m, then both customers and producers look at the
same prices and Pareto efficiency conditions hold. Given that the
true and the perceived expected damages are the same (m = m’) by
assumption, the full price that customers pay is equal to the full price
that they perceive and both are equal to full cost.

Under these conditions, the rule of liability merely determines the
extent to which the producer acts as an intermediary in the insurance
transaction.This conclusion followsbecause the fullpricethatconsum-
ers pay is equal to the full price that they perceive at the time of
purchase; both prices are independent of the rule of liability and are
equal to full cost.

New possibilities arise if information costs are positive and differ
betweenbuyers andsellers. Continuing the standard analysis, suppose
that producers havefull information but that customersunderestimate
r, d, or both, so that m’ <m. The full pricepaid by consumers, as in
the previous example, is still equal to full cost.

The full price perceived by consumers, however, depends on the
rule of liability. Under caveat emptor or a rule of negligence, the
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assumption that m’ <m implies that the full price perceived by
customersis less thanfull cost. Accordingly, customers purchase “too”
much x.

Under a rule of strict liability, producers must take into account
the costs of all defects. Producers include the insurance premium m
in the prices oftheir products and internalize the costs of all defects,
regardless of who is negligent.6 Because producers are said to be
better informed than their customers, the market pricep is equal to
the full cost and customers do not underestimate the full price that
they pay: p = c(x) +m. Producers and their customers look at the
same prices, and Pareto optimality reigns: resources are allocated to
their highest-valued use. Consequently, strict product liability is said
tobe more efficient thaneither caveat emptor or arule ofnegligence.7

In aworld of positive informationcosts, however, firms have incen-
tive to provide product information and assurances by investing in
trademark capital.8 Thus, the market price of a product already
includes a premium s that customers pay to obtain specific perfor-
mance: p = c(x) + 5~9

Because the premium associated with a trademark performs the
same function as the premium associated with strict liability, under
the conditions assumed the shift to a rule of strict product liability
has effect only to the extent that m exceeds s. Trademarks offset
the supposed lack of product information by customers. Thus, the
existenceof trademarks reduces, ifit does not eliminate, the efficiency
case for strict liability.

In practice, a shift to strict product liability can have substantial
effects. For example, the rule may require a firm to provide more
insurance thaninformed customers want to buy, encourage customers
to engage in opportunistic behavior, and create greater uncertainty
about the natureof the liability as differentjurisdictions grope toward

6Under a ruleof negligence, a firm Is liable only if the court finds that It failed to exercise
duecare. Underaruleofstrict liability, afirm maybeliableeventhough it exerciseddue care.
‘Fhe shift to strict liability is akin to aPigouvian tax and Is open to all the criticisms that
Coase (1960) leviedat the latter.
8For presentpurposes, competition and monopolistic competition do not differ (Demsetz
1959, 1968).
~Toprovide specific performance, at the margin firms have incentive to take avoidance
measures rather than insure, That is, firms have incentive to design and produce goods
that aremore likelyto performas promised andyield smaller expectation losses when they
fail to do so, shielding buyers from damages even if the burden of adequate precautions
Is greater than the probability of loss times thevalue of the loss measured by athird party.
Producers with trademarkcapital at riskhave incentive to undertake avoidanceexpenditures
greater than those predicted by the Learned Hand formula. Note that insurance, like
damages, relies on measurements by third parties; thus, it is not fully compensatory.
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new standards. These costs occasion a premium u in addition to
that required to provide specific perfonnance. The market price of
trademark goods and, therefore, the full pricethat customersperceive,
may well exceed the “efficient” price.

Similarly, other conditions underlying the standard analysis do not
hold. For example, the fact that consumers are not identical implies
that—under strict product liability—those with expected losses
greater (smaller) than the average premium pay “too” little (“too”
much); Pareto efficiencyconditions do not hold. More fundamentally,
the assumption that producers systematicallyare better informed than
their customers lacks empirical substance. Leaving trademarks aside,
there is evidence that consumers are well informed about theproducts
they buy. LO Moreover, consumers typicallypurchase commodities from
expert buyers, such as department stores, thereby reducing their
demandfor information about the characteristics of specific products.
Andevenifproducers are better informed about some productcharac-
teristics, their customers surely are better informed about how, when,
and where they are going to use the products. Efficiencycomparisons
based on asymmetric product information are even weaker when the
producers have trademark capital at risk andwhenthe customers are
other finns,which frequently have substantial wealth at stake and are
well motivated to acquire and use information. One could argue just
as cogently that caveat emptor is more efficient than strict product
liability because customers are better informed than producers.

According to the efficiency rationale used to compare liability rules,
under a regime of strict product liability the full prices of trademark
products may actually be too high, discouraging consumption. Thus,
too fewrather than too many resoui~cesare devoted to these products.

Event studies by Sam Peltzman (1981) andothers (see summazy in
De Alessi and Staaf1994) indicate that deceptive advertising, product
recalls, and fraud result in a substantial loss of trademark capital. This
empirical evidence buttresses the quality assurance/specific perfor-
mance hypotheses (De Alessi and Staaf 1994). Because &e wealth
losses observed are a multiple of any possible direct costs involved,
the price premium that assures performance appears to exceed by a
substantial amount the pricepremium associated with a shift to strict
liability. Accordingly, the efficiency argument for strict liability is
greatly weakened in the case of trademark goods: Producers of these

‘°Forexample, consumers have not used the Federal Trade Commission’s “Cooling-Off”
Rule, which was lntcnded to protect them from door-to-door salesmen (McChesney 1984).
Similarly, consumers’ behavior under the FTC’s Funeral Rule suggests that they are well
informed (MeChesney 1990).
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goods already undertake additional avoidance measures to protect
thefr trademark capital, reducing the residual risk, if any, that would
be insured against under strict liability.

At least in the case of trademark commodities, the case for strict
product liability is flawed. This conclusion does not imply that caveat
emptor or a rule of negligence is preferable. The answer depends on
the value judgments used for the comparison.

Efficient Breach
Suppose that the courts require a promisor to provide specific

performance even though circumstances have changed. Perhaps a
lower-cost alternative has become available, the cost of performance
to the promisor has increased, or the value of performance to the
promisee has decreased. Then, it is argued, too many resources are
allocated to fulfilling the contract and efficiency considerations indi-
cate that the promisor be allowed to breach and pay damages.

This conclusion rests on several assumptions that are unwarranted.
For example, an outsideobservermust be able to identi1~,’and measure
values, the lawmust be particularized to each event, the redistribution
ofwealth must not matter,andtransaction costs must be prohibitive—
if theyare not, the Coasetheorem implies that the parties renegotiate
and resources flow to their highest-valued use (De Alessi and Staaf
1989, De Alessi 1992). Moreover, trademarks do not exist.

The case for an efficient breach focuses on aparticular contract as
an isolated event and ignores the trademark capital of the parties
involved. Ifdamages are not compensatory, if the promisor breaches
more frequently thanthe promisee hadanticipated, andifother actual
and potential promisees know about these events, then the promisor
can negotiate future contracts only at a lower price; its trademark
capital falls. Specific capital is equivalent to a legal penalty clause that
assures specific performance. Like all self-enforcing contracts, it helps
solve the problem of high transaction costs.

Insteadof investing in trademark capital, aseller could simplyoffer
to pay some multiple of the damages assessed by a thirdparty. Some
promisees, however, would behave opportunistically and seek to
induce a breach; this possibilityhas been used toexpI~whypenalty
clauses are not enforced (Clarkson, et al. l978).U1 One alternative is
to pay damages to a third party2 Although such contracts are difficult
to draw, Charles Knoeber(1983) has shown that theyexist. Trademark
capital enjoys a similar advantage. Because the loss in trademark

“For a different view, see Goetz and Scott (1977).
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capital does not accrue to those supposedlyharmed by the breach, it
does not encourage them to spend resources on opportunistic (breach-
inducing) behavior.

Strictly interpreted, criteria for evaluating the efficiency of legal
rules require an arrayofstandards that, in the limit, equal the number
of transactions. Competing firms who provide a broad spectrum of
trademark capital assure a wide range of quality and performance
tailored to individual circumstances. Trademark capital represents a
responsenot only to the inabilityof third-party observers to calculate
fullycompensatory damages andthereluctance ofthecourts to enforce
contracts, but to the inability of the legal system to particularize
rules to individual circumstances. Common law doctrines in tort and
contract are “common” principles that permit little variation (De
Alessi and Staaf 1991). Differences in trademarks provide variations
in assurances and allow a broader array of standards.

Once again, the analysis merely indicates that the argument for
efficient breach is flawed. Itdoes not indicatewhichrule is preferable.

Some Value Judgments Implicit in
Efficiency Comparisons

To demonstrate the relative efficiency of alternative legal rules,
economists frequently make assumptions about values and states of
the world that are debatable or unwarranted (De Alessi 1990, 1992).
Some of these assumptions are implicit, and analysts may not even
realize that theyare making them. Other assumptions, evenif explicit,
are so frequently and widelyused (e.g., Pareto criteria) that theyhave
become commonplace andtheir significance is overlooked. As a result,
conclusions that are strictly subjective are cloaked with theappearance
of objectivity.

Many studies assume, often implicitly, that all individuals have
identicalpreferences and evenidentical endowments. These assump-
tions lack anyempirical bases andyield implications that are inapplica-
ble to the real world. For example, contractual and institutional
arrangements formed precisely because people are different—and
this is true for most, ifnot all, contracts—would be inefficient. The
assumptions of identicalpreferences andendowments also mask some
strongvalue judgments. In the case of strict liability, some customers
are more likely than others to have an accident or to incur larger
losses if an accident occurs. As a result, customers whose expected
losses are above the average premium included in the market price
gain wealth at the expense of those whose expected losses are below
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thepremium.tm2 In the caseofan “efficient” breach, the partybreaching
typically gains wealth at the expense of the promisee, who receives
damages instead ofspecific performance. The assumption that’individ-
uals are identical helps to mask the value judgment that the wealth
redistribution associated with different rules does not matter.

Most efficiency comparisons also contain the implicit assumption
that an outside observer can estimate true .values using market data.
As James Buchanan (1969), Armen Aichian (1968), and others have
emphasized, market prices atbestmeasure value at the margin. They
do not reveal thevalue that the chooser attaches to the inframarginal
units acquired andto those foregone. As aresult, an outside observer
typically underestimates the full costs at issue; damages are not fully
compensatory (De Alessi and Staaf 1989).

The efficient breach argument alsocontains the implicit assumption
that a promisor is entitled to breach by paying damages (the price).
But even ignoring moral considerations (e.g., “Is it acceptable to
commita crime if theperpetrator is willing and able to pay the price
ifcaught?”) and supposing that damages are fully compensatory (i.e.,
all gains from trade and reliance as well as all relevant costs are
included), the party who breaches is able to capture all gains from
the subsequent trade (Friedmann 1989). Thus, damages and specific
performance entail different distributions of wealth; they are not
perfect substitutes.

Finally, the choice of Pareto efficiency criteria as a benchmark is
purely arbitrary. The valuejudgments underlying Pareto criteria need
not be universally accepted and the compensations necessary to ful-
fill Pareto efficiency conditions certainly cannot be implemented
(De Alessi 1992).

Conclusion
The efficiency arguments used to establish the superiorityof a rule

of strict liability over rules of caveat emptor and negligence and to
justify the breach of some contracts do not hold even within their
own frame of reference. Strict liability is said tobe superior because
the resulting pricepremium compensates for customers’ tendency to
underestimate the cost of aproduct’s defects. But the price premium
that customers payfor trademarkgoods to obtain assurance of specific
performance alreadyperforms that function. This andother considera-
tions discussed in the paper suggest that strict liability may result in

aCustomers whose expected losses are greater (less) than the averagepremium would use

“too” little (“too” much) of the product.
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a price that is “too” high rather than “too” low, negating the rule’s
efficiency claims. Similarly, some contractual breaches are said to be
efficient because, in the presence ofsubstantial transaction costs, they
facilitate the flow ofre~ourcesto their highest-valueduses. In addition
to other flaws, this conclusion ignores the role of trademarks. Trade-
marks, like other self-enforcing contracts, help solve the problem
posed by high transaction costs. They also inhibit opportunistic
breaches, substituting for the inability of third-party observers to
calculate damages that are fully compensatory, the reluctance of the
courts to enforce contractual provisions (for example, penalty clauses
and specific performance) that discourage breaches, and the inability
of the legal system to particularize rules to individual circumstances.

More generally, efficiency comparisons typically rest on conditions
that are empirically unfoundedandvaluejudgments that are unjusti-
fied, Economic theory simply does not provide an answer to the
question: Which rule is preferable? Policy recommendations based on
efficiencyconsiderations are inherently suspect. Indeed, as Buchanan
(1960: 87—88) noted, “By the verynature of free markets,. . . the only
entity required to compare two social alternatives when a choice is
actually made is the individual.... It [the market] will choose what
the market will choose.”
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